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1. KHKA broadcasts numerous public service announcement throughout the day to benefit local 
non-profit groups and our community.  501c3 groups as the Hawaii Bowl Foundation, Hawaii 
Speed and Quickness, and National Kidney Foundation. (schedule of PSA’s run are attached)

2. KHKA in its television partnership with Hawaii News Now (KGMB, KHNL, K5) simulcasts 
on radio Sunrise morning show Weekdays from 5am-9am, and its news broadcasts weekday 
afternoons from 4pm-7pm (4 p.m. hour was added in September).  These news broadcasts 
cover many including but not limited to education, economy, agriculture/aquaculture, civil 
rights, politics, communication, finance, Hawaiian issues, Land Use, homelessness, 
transportation, and health. ]

a Additionally, special reports featuring press conferences from the governor and 
mayor were aired on the radio station, courtesy of Hawaii News Now.

3. On May 4th, KHKA rebranded to CBS 1500. The station carries additional news 
programming, such as the “CBS Evening News with Norah O’Donnell,” a re-air of CBS 
Television’s nightly 30-minute news program. The show covers national and global breaking 
news and other pertinent stories.

4. Additional news programs include “America in the Morning” (M-F, Midnight-1 a.m. and 2 
a.m.-3 a.m. / 1-2 a.m. and 3-4 a.m. when the clocks changed in November) and “First Light” 
(M-F 1 a.m. – 2 a.m. / 2-3 a.m. when the clocks changed in November)

GENERAL ELECTION COVERAGE

KHKA, in partnership with Hawaii News Now and CBS News Radio, aired coverage of the 
general election on November 3rd

National Coverage from CBS News Radio – 2 p.m. – 6 p.m., 7 p.m. – 9 p.m.

Local Coverage from Hawaii News Now – 6 p.m. – 7 p.m., 9 p.m. – 12:30 a.m.

LIVE COVERAGE – VICE PRESIDENTIAL  DEBATE

KHKA, through CBS News Radio, aired the only Vice Presidential debate between Vice 
President Mike Pence and Senator Kamala Harris. It aired on October 7th from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Coverage was anchored by CBS News Radio White House Correspondent Steven Portnoy, with 
analysis from correspondents Steve Dorsey, former White House Correspondent 
and Contributor Peter Maer and Political Analyst Prof. Leonard



LIVE COVERAGE – FINAL PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE

KHKA, through CBS News Radio, aired the final Presidential debate between President Donald 
Trump and former Vice President Joe Biden. It aired on October 22nd from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Coverage was anchored by CBS News Radio White House Correspondent Steven Portnoy, with 
analysis from Former White House Correspondent and Contributor Peter Maer, Political Analyst 
Prof. Leonard Steinhorn of American University and Correspondent Allison Keyes. 

“ASIAN AMERICANS: BATTLING BIAS”

KHKA re-aired a special produced by CBS News, titled “Asian Americans: Battling Bias” on 
October 15th at 7:30 p.m.

The 30 minute special, produced by the CBS News Race and Culture unit features the following 
reports: CBSN anchor Elaine Quijano reports on the devastating effects COVID-19 has on the 
Asian American community, which has a much higher mortality rate than White Americans. CBS 
News White House correspondent Weijia Jiang reports on the growing number of racist attacks 
many Asian Americans have endured. CBS News correspondent Nancy Chen reports on a new 
generation of Asian Americans who have found common ground with Black Lives Matter and the 
shared experience of discrimination. CBS News correspondent Michael George reports on the 
new power of a growing minority that now has over 11 million voters in November's election.

“YOUTH SPORTS SIDELINED”

KHKA simulcast a special panel discussion aired by Hawaii News Now on the fight to get youth 
sports back out and playing. Titled “Youth Sports Sidelined,” it aired on Tuesday, November 24th 
at 8:00 p.m. Hosted by HNN Sunrise anchor Steve Uyehara, people from the medical and athletic 
fields discussed the impact of youth sports being impacted by the pandemic.

CBS NEWS THANKSGIVING SPECIAL

KHKA aired CBS Audio’s Thanksgiving Holiday special on Thursday, November 26th from 6-9 
a.m.

CBS Audio and award winning broadcaster Gil Gross celebrates Thanksgiving with entertaining 
tidbits and morsels to go with the Holiday Turkey. Help your listeners preserve their holiday 
traditions despite the challenges of the COVID 19 pandemic and the economic downturn. Never 
before has the need for friends and family been so critical to our emotional well-being. Heart-
warming stories and innovative solutions for a socially distanced Thanksgiving.

CBS NEWS CHRISTMAS / NEW YEARS SPECIAL

KHKA aired CBS Audio’s Christmas and New Year’s Holiday special on Friday, December 25th 
from 6-9 a.m..

Gil Gross will be covering these stories and more entertaining tidbits about the holiday season:



We will travel with the 60 minutes team to the “New Jerusalem” where tens of thousands of 
pilgrims travel every year. An Easter song written in 1742 is now the predominant piece of 
Christmas Music the world over.  Harry Christophers tells the fascinating story of how Handel's 
Messiah took the world by storm  We answer the big question, “Why do we hang up big socks 
on Christmas?” We’ll talk with the genius behind Acapella Hanukkah versions of Bohemian 
Rhapsody and the Star Wars theme music. Stress-free Holiday Baking Tips. Low Budget-High 
Value Gift Giving. New Years' Resolutions Do's and Don'ts

“IN FOCUS WITH DAVE KAWADA”

On October 15th, KHKA launched a local news-magazine show titled “In Focus with Dave 
Kawada.” The show featured interviews with reporters and newsmakers highlighting local issues. 
Within the show are news updates provided by CBS News Radio. The show airs on Thursdays 
from 3-4 p.m.

October 15th – Guests include Mufi Hanneman, President/CEO of the Hawaii Tourism and 
Lodging Association (re-opening of tourism and trans-pacific travel into Hawaii), Cheryl Oncea, 
Publisher of Hawaii Business Magazine (preview of the “Wahine Forum”), and Honolulu 
Magazine Editorial Director Christi Young on the October issue’s cover story: Poke.

October 22nd – Guests include Chad Blair, Politics and Opinion Editor at Honolulu Civil Beat, on 
the upcoming election, State Senator Jarett Keohokalole, who is part of the State Senate 
committee on COVID-19, and Hawaii Business Magazine writer Noelle Fujii-Oride on her article 
titled “Implicit Bias.”

October 29th – Guests include Kaneohe Elementary School principal Derek Minakami on the 
Department of Education’s plans to return to in-person learning, Hawaiiverse.com founder Jared 
Koki on supporting local businesses, and Honolulu Magazine Digital Editorial Specialist Katie 
Kenny on events and online experiences. 

November 5th – Guests include Chad Blair, Politics and Opinions editor at Honolulu Civil Beat, 
recapping the general election, Hawaii Business Magazine contributor Sterling Higa on his 
article, titled “State of Unions,” and Magnum PI actress Amy Hill on filming during a pandemic.

November 12th – Guests include Honolulu Magazine Contributing Editor Robbie Dingeman on 
her article titled “Organized Crime Undercover” and Melissa McCarthy, Regional Director of the 
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association on the state of the Dillingham Airfield.

November 19th – Guests include Epidemiologist Josh Quint and aio Digital’s Brandon Kurisu, 
both talking about the Aloha Safe Alert App, Ku’ulani Keohokalole, owner of People Strategies 
Hawaii, talking about Sensitivity and Diversity following the controversy over comments made 
by radio DJ’s towards local musician Paula Fuga, and Hawaii Business Magazine editor Steve 
Petranik on an article titled “Your Office is Changing.”



December 3rd – Guests include State Senator and U.S. Representative-Elect Kai Kahele on his 
goals for his first term as a U.S. Congressman and Honolulu Magazine contributing editor Robbie 
Dingeman on the convictions of Katherine and Louis Kealoha.

December 10th – Guests include State Representative Mark Hashem on education and agriculture 
during the pandemic, Honolulu Civil Beat writer Christina Jedra on the new mayor and 
councilmembers in the City and County, and Dennis Higashiguchi, Consulting Diversity 
Manager at NK CPA, Inc., on positive leadership (related to election tactics by President Donald 
Trump)

December 17th – Guests include Psychologist Dr. Maile Labasan on mental health during a 
pandemic and Hawaii Business Magazine editor Steve Petranik on the publication’s article titled 
“Black Book.”

LONGFORM NEWS/INFORMATION PROGRAMS

“America: Changed Forever” – Sundays at 4 p.m. (changes in select weeks)

October 17th (4:00 p.m.) - "Asian Americans: Battling Bias," produced by the CBS News 
Race and Culture unit, explores the discrimination facing the Asian American community 
in 2020. In addition to fighting the devastating health impacts of the coronavirus 
pandemic, Asian Americans have faced high unemployment, business  boycotts and 
racist attacks caught on video. Mary McCord former Acting Assistant Attorney General 
for National Security at the US Department of Justice on extremism and militias. A look 
at election security with actualities from Larry Wilkerson, former Chief of Staff to Colin 
Powell, and America's first cyber security czar Richard Clarke.

November 7th (4:00 p.m.) - Record-breaking COVID numbers in the US as we prepare 
for a second surge.  ICUs in Utah are overwhelmed and are shipping patients to Nevada. 
Recounts and contested re-election results are all but guaranteed.  What will that do to 
the constitutional process of selecting the President? Josh Geltzer, the Executive Director 
of the Institute for Constitutional Advocacy and Protection, explains how these disputes 
could upset the voting of the Electoral College.

December 19th (7:00 p.m.) - Matt Wyckhouse, former hacker and now CEO of Finite 
State, a Cyber Security firm, about the Russian hack.  What they got and how they did it. 
Max Bergmann, Executive Director of the Moscow Project, with the foreign policy 
implications about the hack and how we respond.  This is the 21st Century Cold War. Dr. 
Hotez about vaccine deployment and the need for a global affordable vaccine.



December 26th (7:00 p.m.) - A look back on the year and the virus that changed our 
world. In this retrospective episode of "America Changed Forever," we track the origins 
and path of the COVID-19 virus from its inception in Wuhan, China, to its spread in the 
United States. This hour features interviews with Vaccine scientist Dr. Peter Hotez, 
emergency medicine expert Dr. Mel Herbert and CBS Financial Analyst Jill Schlesinger.

Weekend Roundup – Saturdays at 5 p.m.

October 3rd - President Trump and the First Lady have tested positive for COVID-19. 
CBS News Correspondent Steven Portnoy has the latest. This week also kicked off the 
first round of Presidential debates-- where coronavirus was one of the key topics. 
Meanwhile, the President's administration says it is planning to take in no more than 
15,000 refugees in fiscal 2021. CBS News Correspondent Allison Keyes speaks with 
CBS News Immigration Reporter Camilo Montoya-Galvez about what this means. And 
finally in this week's Kaleidoscope, a closer look at calls for President Trump to more 
clearly denounce white supremacist groups, which he and the White House insist he has 
done.

October 10th - In this edition of the ‘Weekend Roundup’, Correspondent Allison Keyes 
has the latest on the President’s coronavirus diagnosis and treatment. Is there a cure for 
coronavirus? White House Correspondent Steven Portnoy speaks with Dr. Anthony 
Fauci. In this week’s Kaleidoscope, Allison Keyes speaks to one of the women behind 
the ‘Freedom Georgia Initiative’ - a group of 19 black families that purchased nearly 97 
acres of land outside of Toomsboro to create what they are calling a thriving safe haven 
in the midst of racial trauma and the global pandemic.

October 17th - A week without a debate but instead two town halls. In the CBS News 
Weekend Roundup, Correspondent Allison Keyes has the latest from the campaign trail. 
The Sentencing Project is out with a study estimating 5.2 (M) million won't be able to 
vote due to felony convictions. Allison speaks with study co-author Christopher Uggen. 
In this week’s Kaleidoscope, it's OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder) Awareness 
Week, and Allison Keyes looks at living with OCD in a pandemic. 1 in 100 US Adults 
suffers from OCD - Jonathan Clark, Executive Producer of CBS News Radio is one of 
them.

October 24th - Just 10 days remaining to Election Day. In this week's Kaleidoscope, how 
an outreach effort by the Trump campaign is making inroads with black male voters and 
LGBTQ voters are registered in much higher numbers this year. Correspondent Allison 
Keyes speaks with Democratic pollster Terrance Woodbury and GLAAD President and 
CEO Sarah Kate.



November 7th - The nation awaits the final results of the presidential election - and the 
counting of ballots continues in crucial battleground states including Pennsylvania, 
Nevada and North Carolina. CBS News White House Correspondent Steven Portnoy 
joins Allison with the state of the race, and the Republican legal strategy. How did the 
candidates do with Black and Latino voters? In this week's edition of Kaleidoscope, 
Correspondent Allison Keyes speaks with Howard University Political Science Professor 
Keneshia Grant who has written extensively on Blacks and Politics.

November 14th - In the CBS News Weekend Roundup, a COVID Vaccine may be on the 
horizon, but cases are still spiking across the country, Correspondent Allison Keyes 
speaks with CBS News Medical contributor Dr. David Agus. A look if the “non-
transition” transition will have an impact on the Biden administration and a discussion 
about the elector college with CBS News Election Law contributor David Becker. And 
it’s being called Election Day's rainbow wave - a record number of LGBTQ+ candidates 
notched victories in 2020. In this week's Kaleidoscope, Correspondent Allison Keyes 
speaks with Mauree Turner, the first Muslim and the first non-binary state Representative 
in Oklahoma.

November 21st - In the CBS News Weekend Roundup, The CDC recommends that 
families do not travel this Thanksgiving, as coronavirus cases continue to rise across the 
country. Correspondent Allison Keyes gets more from CBS News Medical Contributor 
Dr. David Agus. CBS's Nikole Killion and CBS's Ed O'Keefe talk about the contentious 
transition between outgoing President Trump and President-elect Joe Biden as Mister 
Trump continues his battle to overturn the November 3rd election. Tens of thousands of 
residents of the nation's nursing homes are dying from illnesses other than Covid-19, 
including neglect. Meanwhile, the nation is dealing with a massive blood shortage amid 
the pandemic. And Allison shares some good news for fans of the Charlie Brown holiday 
specials.

December 12th - Health officials are warning people not to travel over the Hanukkah, 
Christmas and New Year's holiday season as daily Covid-19 deaths in the U-S are now 
averaging more than 22-hundred per day, and some officials are blaming Thanksgiving 
travel. This as the FDA notifies the CDC and Operation Warp Speed to prepare for a fast 
distribution of Pfizer's coronavirus vaccine. Some could begin getting the shots as soon 
as Monday. Allison gets the latest from CBS News Medical Contributor Dr. David Agus. 
CBS News Transportation Correspondent Kris Van Cleave tells Allison the distribution 
process is complicated.

“The Takeout with Major Garrett” – Saturdays at 6 p.m.

October 3rd - Former congressman and presidential candidate Beto O'Rourke joins Major 
Garrett for a virtual conversation as a part of this year's Texas Tribune Festival. O'Rourke 
discusses what it will take to turn Texas blue (or purple) and the future of the Supreme 
Court.



October 10th -  Chief Washington Correspondent Major Garrett is joined by Corey 
Lewandowski, Senior Advisor to Trump/Pence 2020 and David Bossie, the President of 
Citizens United to talk about the President’s health, his campaign and the next 
Presidential debate.

October 17th - CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent Major Garrett is joined by 
Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO) and Senator Chris Murphy (D-CT) to discuss the Supreme 
Court confirmation hearings for nominee Amy Coney Barrett, the 2020 election and 
COVID-19 relief efforts in Congress.

October 24th - Chief Washington Correspondent Major Garrett sits down with Mark 
Blyth, Political Science and Economics Professor at Brown University, to discuss the 
upcoming election and why Blyth says, despite what polling shows, President Trump 
"has got a lot more left than people give him credit for."

October 31st - In this week’s edition of The Takeout, Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer (D) 
joins CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent Major Garrett to talk Election Day, the plot to 
kidnap her, and the President’s continue criticisms.

November 7th - It’s an Election Day edition of the Takeout. CBS News Chief Washington 
Correspondent sits down with CBS News Political Correspondent Ed O'Keefe and CBS News 
Director of Elections and Polling Anthony Salvanto to discuss the current state of the presidential 
race and asks the question “were the pollsters wrong, again?

November 14th - New York Senator Kirsten Gillbrand (D) joins Chief Washington Correspondent 
Major Garrett to talk about the election, the transition and legislation to help veterans affected by 
burn pits.

November 21st - Major Garrett sits down with celebrity chef Tom Colicchio to discuss the state of 
the restaurant industry, how Congress can help it and the possibility of a restaurant 'extinction 
event' in the future.

November 28th - CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent Major Garrett welcomes three DC-
area restauranteurs to discuss how they've weathered the effects of the pandemic. Guests include 
Greg Casten (Owner of Ivy City Smokehouse + Tony & Joe's), Joancarlo Parkhurst (Chef/Owner 
of La Famoso) and mother/daughter duo Chef Jocelyn Law-Yone and Simone Jacobson (Co-
Owners of Thamee).

December 5th - With the US on the precipice of a coronavirus vaccine approval, Dr. Anthony 
Fauci joins Chief Washington Correspondent Major Garrett in this week’s edition of the Takeout.

December 12th - Major interviews David Rubenstein, the DC-based billionaire and philanthropist, 
to discuss his new book How to Lead: Wisdom from the World's Greatest CEOs, Founders, and 
Game Changers. Plus: will the Kennedy Centers Honors return in 2021?



December 26th - This week on ‘The Takeout,’ CBS News Chief Washington Correspondent 
Major Garrett speaks with Armando Varricchio, the Ambassador of Italy to the United States. 
They discuss the COVID-19 experience in Italy, the decline in Italian holiday tourism and the 
Italian government's reaction to the 2020 presidential election.

“Eye on Veterans” – Sundays at 5 p.m.

October 11th - Amanda Siddons is a Ms. Veteran America finalist. But she is already changing 
lives in a powerful way. Plus, "Is the White House safe?" Dr. Mark Kortepeter examines the 
recent coronavirus outbreak. Sen. Kiersten Gillibrand (D-NY) pushes the biggest toxic exposure 
bill ever, to help vets. And Disabled American Veterans reveal their top 7 demands for elected 
officials this campaign season.  

“60 Minutes” – Sundays at 6 p.m.

October 4th - It’s nothing personal. Comedian Jerry Seinfeld was attacking the idea, not the man 
who wrote an essay on LinkedIn this past summer arguing New York City is “dead forever” in 
the wake of the pandemic. Seinfeld was moved to issue a rebuttal to the essay he says, because no 
one else was defending his beloved city. Seinfeld speaks to Jon Wertheim on 60 MINUTES.

October 11th - A group of longtime Republican political operatives trying to unseat the president 
say they are willing to forgo a future in Republican politics to oust a leader they believe has 
driven the party of Lincoln into the ground. Lesley Stahl reports on the anti-Trump Super PAC 
the “Lincoln Project,” on 60 MINUTES.

October 18th - Recovering from a near fatal poisoning, Russian opposition leader Alexey Navalny 
calls on President Trump to join other leaders in condemning the banned chemical weapon he 
says the Russian leader Vladimir Putin used to attack him. Navalny speaks to Lesley Stahl in his 
first US television interview since being poisoned eight weeks ago with the nerve agent 
Novichok on 60 MINUTES.

October 25th - The 2020 presidential candidates and their VP’s appear on 60 MINUTES for the 
hour in this pre-election edition. Lesley Stahl interviews President Donald Trump and Vice 
President Mike Pence; Norah O’Donnell interviews the Democrats, Joe Biden, the former vice 
president, and his running mate California Sen. Kamala Harris.


